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QUESTION 1

Consider the device-mapper-multipath package and configuration. Which statement is true? 

A. /etc/multipath.conf is created by the package installation process. 

B. /etc/multipath.conf must be created after installation by an administrator by copying from /usr/share/ doc/device-
mapper-multipath-/. 

C. mpathconf can modify the operating behavior of multipathing and persistent changes to the configuration file. 

D. The multipath command can modify the multipath service run-level configuration and persistent changes to the
configuration file. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You want to add a new user inside a running container. 

Which command allows you to run the useradd command inside the container? 

A. nsexec –n -e “useradd ” 

B. nsenter –n --exec=useradd  

C. lxc-attach –n -- useradd  

D. run –n -- useradd  

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You must configure DHCPD on a system with one interface to support only the clients that require a fixed address. 

What must you define in /etc/dhcp/dhcpd.conf to meet this requirement? 

A. one SUBNET definition, without a RANGE definition, and multiple HOST definitions 

B. one SUBNET definition, without a RANGE definition, and multiple HOST definitions 

C. only one SUBNET definition with a RANGE definition 

D. only one SUBNET definition without a RANGE definition 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Which three statements are true about the architecture and capabilities provided by SAMBA when installed on an
Oracle Linux server? 

A. The Oracle Linux server may act as a SAMBA server. 

B. Printers on the Oracle Linux system may be shared with Windows clients. 

C. SAMBA uses UDP to communicate with Windows servers. 

D. Printers on a Windows system may not be shared with oracle Linux clients. 

E. The Oracle Linux Server may act as a SAMBA client. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to create a new LUN, LUN ID =1, on a new target, target ID = 2. Inspect the current state of targets and LUNs
in the output from tgt-admin –s. The output is filtered to show only target and LUN associations. [root@EDFAR9P0
init.d]# tgt-admin –s | egrep –i ‘target|lun’ Target 1: iqn.2013-03.com.example.mypc:1 LUN information: LUN: 0 LUN: 1
LUN: 2 LUN: 3 

You want to add a new LUN to a new target by using the /iSCSIsharedDisk/physDisk4.img disk image file. 

Which two options would you use to do this? 

A. tgt-setup-lun –t 2 tgt-setup-lun –d /iSCSIsharedDisk/physDisk4.img –t 2 

B. tgt-setup-lun –d /iSCSIsharedDisk/physDisk4.img –n 2 

C. tgt-admin --op new \ --mode target \ --tid 2\ --targetname iqn.2013-03.com.example.mypc:2 tgt-admin --op new \ 

D. --mode logicalunit \ --tid 2 \ --lun 1 \ --backing-store /iSCSIsharedDisk/physDisk4.img 

E. tgtadm -- op new \ --mode target \ --tid 2\ --targetname iqn.2013-03.com.example.mypc:2 \ --lun 1 \ --backing-store
/iSCSIsharedDisk/physDisk4.img 

F. tgt-admin –d /iSCSIsharedDisk/physDisk4.img –n 2 

Correct Answer: AE 
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